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Abstract: Verified geographically-distributed replication of content is an essential component of any 

comprehensive digital preservation plan.  This requirement has emerged as a necessity for 

recognition and certification as a trusted repository.  As embodied in Trustworthy Repositories Audit 

& Certification (TRAC), an emerging ISO standard, and in other best practices, an organization must 

have a managed process for creating, maintaining, and verifying multiple geographically distributed 

copies of its collections in order to be fully trusted. 

 

The LOCKSS (Lots of Copies Keep Stuff Safe) system has been widely adopted by libraries and 

archives for replication and preservation.  As a collaborative effort of Data-PASS partners (ICPSR, 

Roper Center, University of Connecticut, Odum Institute, and IQSS), the SafeArchive system is 

being developed to extend LOCKSS capabilities by making distributed replication easier for curators 

and automating compliance with formal replication and storage policies.  This innovation provides 

the auditability and reliability of a top-down replication system with the resilience if a peer-to-peer 

model. 

 

The poster provides an overview of the SafeArchive system and describes how a curator can use the 

tools to generate an archival policy schema and monitor compliance.  Also, the poster details the 

technical implementation of the SafeArchive system including the policy schema, how information 

used in the auditing process is obtained from a set of LOCKSS peers without modifying the 

LOCKSS trust model or configuration, and the organization of SafeArchive software components.   
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